This paper deals with the numerical computation of distributed null controls for semilinear 1D heat equations, in the sublinear and slightly superlinear cases. Under sharp growth assumptions, the existence of controls has been obtained in A nontrivial difficulty appears when we want to extract from the associated Picard iterates a convergent (sub)sequence. In this paper, we introduce and analyze a least squares reformulation of the problem; we show that this strategy leads to an effective and constructive way to compute fixed points. We also formulate and apply a Newton-Raphson algorithm in this context. Several numerical experiments that make it possible to test and compare these methods are performed.
Here, ω ⊂⊂ (0, 1) is a (small) non-empty open interval, 1 ω is the associated characteristic function, T > 0, a ∈ C 1 ([0, 1]) with a(x) ≥ a 0 > 0, y 0 ∈ L 2 (0, 1), v ∈ L ∞ (ω × (0, T )) is the control and y is the associated state. We will assume that the function f : R → R is, at least, locally Lipschitz-continuous.
In the sequel, for any τ > 0, we will denote by Q τ , Σ τ and q τ the sets (0, 1)×(0, τ ), {0, 1}×(0, τ ) and ω × (0, τ ), respectively. The symbols C, C 0 , C 1 , etc. and K will be used to denote positive constants.
Following [14] , we will always assume for simplicity that f satisfies |f (s)| ≤ C(1 + |s| m ) a.e., with 1 ≤ m ≤ 5.
Under this condition, (1) possesses exactly one local in time solution. Moreover, in accordance with the results in [5] , under the growth condition |f (s)| ≤ C(1 + |s| log(1 + |s|)) ∀s ∈ R,
the solutions to (1) are globally defined in [0, T ] and one has
The main goal of this paper is to analyze numerically the null controllability properties of (1), in particular when blow-up occurs. Recall that, without a growth condition of the kind (3), the solutions to (1) can blow up before t = T ; in general, the blow-up time depends on the sizes of y 0 L 2 (0,1) and a L ∞ . The system (1) is said to be null-controllable at time T if, for any y 0 ∈ L 2 (0, 1) and any globally defined bounded trajectory y ∈ C 0 ([0, T ]; L 2 (0, 1)) (corresponding to the data y 0 ∈ L 2 (0, 1) and v ∈ L ∞ (q T )), there exist controls v ∈ L ∞ (q T ) and associated states y that are again globally defined in [0, T ] and satisfy (4) and y(x, T ) = y (x, T ), x ∈ (0, 1).
The controllability of differential systems is an important area of research and has been the subject of many papers in recent years. Some relevant references concerning the controllability of partial differential equations are [24, 25, 22, 21, 7] . For semi-linear systems of this kind, the first contributions have been given in [26, 20, 9, 18, 15] . From the practical viewpoint, null controllability results are crucial since, roughly speaking, they make it possible to drive the state to an equilibrium exactly and, consequently, are associated to finite time work.
Let us recall briefly the main results of [14] ; see also [1] . The first one states that, if f is "too super-linear" at infinity, then the control cannot compensate the blow-up phenomena occurring in (0, 1)\ω: Theorem 1.1 There exist locally Lipschitz-continuous functions f with f (0) = 0 and |f (s)| ∼ |s| log p (1 + |s|) as |s| → ∞, p > 2, such that (1) fails to be null-controllable for all T > 0.
The second result provides conditions under which (1) is null-controllable: Theorem 1.2 Let T > 0 be given. Assume that (1) admits at least one solution y , globally defined in [0, T ] and bounded in Q T . Assume that f : R → R is locally Lipschitz-continuous and satisfies (2) and f (s) |s| log 3/2 (1 + |s|) → 0 as |s| → ∞.
Then (1) is null-controllable at time T .
In accordance with these results, if |f (s)| grows like |s| log p (1+|s|) as |s| → +∞ for some p > 2,
(1) is not null-controllable in general at time T ; contrarily, if |f (s)| does not grow at infinity faster than |s| log p (1 + |s|) for some p < 3/2, then (1) Let us also mention [8] in the context of Theorem 1.1 where a positive boundary controllability result is proved for a specific class of initial and final data and T large enough.
The goal of this paper is to design, analyze and implement numerical methods allowing to solve the previous null controllability problem, with the aim to clarify the role of the exponent p in the function f . In a similar linear situation, this has already been the objective of some important work, where it has been shown that the numerical computation of controls is difficult; see for instance [4, 16, 23, 19, 3] .
This paper can be viewed as a continuation of our previous works [12] and [13] , devoted to the numerical null controllability of the linear 1D heat equation. There, the starting point is a variational approach introduced and systematically employed by Fursikov and Imanuvilov in [15] in order to obtain controllability results for parabolic systems.
In the sequel, we will assume that f (0) = 0. We will be concerned only with the search for state-control pairs (y, v) satisfying (4) and (5) for y * ≡ 0, that is:
y(x, T ) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1).
Let us consider the non-empty set C(y 0 , T ) = { (y, v) : v ∈ L 2 (q T ), y solves (1) and satisfies (6) }.
Following [12, 13] , we would like to solve the following extremal problem:
Here, we assume (at least) that the weights ρ and ρ 0 , that can blow up as t → T − , satisfy:
This would furnish (very appropriate) state-control pairs that solve the null controllability problem. However, we will see later that all what we are able to obtain is just pairs (y, v) ∈ C(y 0 , T ) satisfying J(y, v) < +∞. This will be sufficient for our purposes.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we review some results from [12] and [13] concerning the numerical solution of the null controllability problem for linear 1D parabolic equations. Section 3 is devoted to provide several strategies concerning the general (semi-linear) case: first, we present an approach that relies on a standard fixed point formulation of the null controllability problem; then, we introduce a least squares reformulation and we apply appropriate gradient techniques; finally, a Newton-Raphson strategy is also considered. In Section 4, we perform several numerical experiments that make it possible to test and compare these methods. In particular, we exhibit some data for which least squares algorithms converge, contrarily to what happens to the fixed point and Newton-Raphson approaches. Finally, some conclusions and perspectives are indicated in Section 5.
Let us end this Introduction with two comments:
• First, to our knowledge, this is the first work addressing the numerical approximation of null controls for (general) semi-linear heat equations, at least in the slightly super-linear case.
• Secondly, it can be observed that all the ideas and arguments below, with the possible exception of the theoretical results in Section 3.2, can be extended to the N -dimensional setting, i.e. to semi-linear heat equations of the form
where Ω ⊂ R N is a regular, bounded, connected open set and ω ⊂⊂ Ω is a non-empty subdomain.
A linear control problem
In this Section, we deal with the controllability properties of the following linear system
that arises naturally after linearization of (1). We consider the extremal problem
where C lin (y 0 , T ) is the linear manifold
, y solves (9) and satisfies (6) } and we recall some related numerical methods. We assume that A ∈ L ∞ (Q T ) and B ∈ L 2 (Q T ) and, also, that B vanishes at t = T in an appropriate sense (see the condition (13) below).
In order to solve this problem, we can follow the ideas in [15] . Accordingly, we can adapt the results in [12] and [13] , where primal and dual methods are respectively considered in the simpler case A ≡ 0, B ≡ 0.
Since we are looking for controls such that the associated states satisfy (5), it is a good idea to choose weights ρ and ρ 0 blowing up to +∞ as t → T − . Indeed, this can be viewed as a reinforcement of the constraint (5); in fact, by prescribing ρ and ρ 0 we are even telling how fast y(· , t) and v(· , t) must decay to zero as t → T − . There are "good" weight functions ρ and ρ 0 that blow up at t = T and provide a very suitable solution to the null controllability problem. They were determined and systematically used by Fursikov and Imanuvilov [15] and are given as follows:
the K i are large positive constants (depending on T , a 0 , a C 1 and A ∞ ) and
Together with ρ and ρ 0 , we will need later another weights, ρ 1 and ρ 2 , given by
It can be shown that, if
the extremal problem (7) is well-posed: for any T > 0 and any y 0 ∈ L 2 (0, 1), there exists exactly one minimizer of J in C lin (y 0 , T ).
Numerical solution via a primal method
We refer to [12] for the details related to this Section. Let us introduce the following notation :
The roles of ρ and ρ 0 are clarified by the following arguments and results, which are mainly due to Fursikov and Imanuvilov [15] .
First, let us set P 0 = { q ∈ C 2 (Q T ) : q = 0 on Σ T }. In this linear space, the bilinear form
is a scalar product. Let P be the completion of P 0 for this scalar product. Then P is a Hilbert space and the usual global Carleman estimates for the solutions to parabolic equations lead to the following result (see [12] and the references therein):
Lemma 2.1 Let ρ and ρ 0 be given by (11) . Then, for any δ > 0, one has P → C 0 ([0, T − δ]; H 1 0 (0, 1)) and the embedding is continuous. In particular, there exists C 0 > 0, only depending on ω, T , a 0 , a C 1 and A ∞ , such that
for all q ∈ P .
The primal methods in [12] rely on the following result.
Proposition 2.1 Assume that a ∈ C 1 ([0, 1]) and let ρ and ρ 0 be given by (11) . Let (y, v) be the corresponding optimal state-control pair. Then there exists p ∈ P such that
The function p is the unique solution to
The well-posedness of (16) is a consequence of Lax-Milgram Lemma and (14) . This estimate justifies the specific choice of the weights that we have made.
Remark 1 In view of (15) and (16), the function p furnished by Proposition 2.1 solves in a weak (distributional) sense the following differential problem, that is second order in time and fourth order in space:
Notice that the "boundary" conditions at t = 0 and t = T appear in (16) as Neumann-like conditions. Also, notice that no information is obtained on p(· , T ). 2
In [12] , in order to keep explicit the variable y, we rewrote (16) as an equivalent mixed variational problem: find (y, p, λ) ∈ Z × P × Z such that
where
We have shown in [12] that this mixed formulation is well-posed.
Let us now present a second mixed formulation, equivalent to (17) , that does not use unbounded weights. This will be particularly important at the numerical level.
The key idea is to perform the following change of variables:
Let us introduce the space P * := ρ
Proceeding as in [12] , we get the following result: (19) . Moreover, y = ρ −1 m is, together with v = ρ −1 η 1 ω , the unique solution to (10).
Proof: Let us introduce the bilinear forms a(· , ·) and b(· , ·), given by
and the linear form , with
Then, a(· , ·), b(· , ·) and are well-defined and continuous and (19) reads as follows:
Finally, we introduce the space
We first notice that, for any (m,
This shows that a(· , ·) is coercive on V . On the other hand, for any µ ∈ L 2 (Q T ), we have:
Therefore, b(· , ·) satisfies the usual "inf-sup" condition with respect to L 2 (Q T ) × P * and L 2 (Q T ). This suffices to ensure the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (19) . 2 In the formulation (19) , the weights ρ 0 and ρ appear in the last integral of the first equation. However, we have assumed that ρ 0 B belongs to L 2 (Q T ), see (13) . In practice, in the linear problems we are going to find below, the function B is not zero only in the Newton-Raphson approach, where it is of order O(ρ −2 ), see (62). More importantly, both weights ρ and ρ 0 appear in the expression ρ −1 L A ρ 0 η, where they somehow compensate to each other. In fact, if we assume that µ x ∈ L 2 (Q T ) and µ |Σ T = 0 and we expand the associated term, after some integrations by parts we find that
In this formulation, there is no weight blowing up exponentially in time near T . The unique singularity appears in B 1 and is polynomial of order (T − t) −1/2 and can be removed easily, by replacing the Lagrangian multiplier µ by (T − t)
1/2 µ. The mixed formulation (19) is used below, in Section 4, to solve numerically (10).
Numerical solution via a dual approach
As noticed in [13] , the extremal problem (10) can also be solved by dual methods. In a first step, we fix ε > 0 and R > 0 and we "relax" (10) by introducing the problem
, y solves (9) }. Then, we consider the associated (well-posed) dual problem:
The following result from [13] justifies the introduction of J R,ε :
The unconstrained extremal problem (23) is the dual problem to (22) in the sense of the Fenchel-Rockafellar theory. Furthermore, (23) is stable and possesses a unique solution.
Finally, if we denote by (y R,ε , v R,ε ) the unique solution to (22) and we denote by (µ R,ε , ϕ T,R,ε ) the unique solution to (23) , then the following relations hold:
The solution of the nonlinear problem
We will now present several numerical methods for the computation of the solution(s) to the null controllability problem for the nonlinear system (1).
For simplicity, we will assume in this Section that y 0 ∈ L ∞ (0, 1) and f ∈ C 1 (R) and is globally Lipschitz-continuous (and even more regular in Sections 3.2 and 3.3; see below). Let us introduce the function g, with
Then m(z; · , ·) is a scalar product in P 0 . As before, it can be used to construct a Hilbert space P that, in principle, may depend on z.
We will use the following result, which is a direct consequence of the Carleman estimates in [15] :
Lemma 3.1 Under the previous conditions, if the constants K i in (11) are large enough (depending on ω, T , a 0 , a C 1 and G 0 ), there exist positive constants C 1 and C 2 such that
In the sequel, it will be assumed that the constants K i have been chosen as in Lemma 3.1. Accordingly, all the spaces P provided by the bilinear forms m(z; · , ·) are the same and, in fact, (27) holds for all p ∈ P :
We will fix the following norm in P :
Let us introduce the mapping Λ 0 :
is, together with v z , the unique solution to the linear extremal problem
, y solves (31) and satisfies (6) }.
Here, (31) is the following particular system of the kind (9):
In view of the results recalled in Section 2, Λ 0 :
is well defined. Furthermore, applying Proposition 2.1 with A = g(z) and B = 0, we obtain that y z and v z are characterized as follows :
where p z is the unique solution to the linear problem
A fixed point method
In order to solve the null controllability problem for (1), it suffices to find a solution to the fixed point equation
A natural algorithm is thus the following.
ALG 1 (fixed point):
(ii) Then, for any given n ≥ 0 and
This is a standard fixed point method for the mapping Λ 0 . At each step, we have to solve a null controllability problem for a linear parabolic system. Thus, it can be combined with the techniques in Sections 2.1 or 2.2 to produce sequences {y n } and {v n } such that, if v n converges weakly in L 2 (q T ) to v, then v and its associated state solve the null controllability problem for (1). This fixed point formulation has been used in [14] to prove Theorem 1.2. Precisely, it is shown that there exists M > 0 such that Λ 0 maps the closed ball B(0; M ) ⊂ L 2 (Q T ) into itself. Then, Kakutani's Theorem provides the existence of at least one fixed point for Λ 0 .
It is however important to note that this does not imply the convergence of the sequence {y n } defined by y n+1 = Λ 0 (y n ). This motivates the arguments and algorithms in the following Section. It may also be noted that a couple (y, v) such that y is a fixed point of Λ 0 is not necessarily a solution to (7) . It has not to be even a local minimizer of J.
Least squares and (conjugate) gradient methods
We now introduce the function ζ(t) ≡ (T − t) −1/2 and the space Z := L 2 (ζ 2 , Q T ), see (18) . We will denote by Λ the restriction to Z of the mapping Λ 0 . Obviously, Λ(z) ∈ Z for all z ∈ Z.
Let us consider the following least squares reformulation of (34):
Any solution to (34) solves (37). Conversely, if y solves (37), we necessarily have R(y) = 0 (because (1) is null controllable with control-states (y, v) such that J(z; y, v) < +∞); hence, y also solves (34). This shows that (34) and (37) are, in the present context, equivalent.
We will solve (37) by using gradient techniques. To this purpose, it is crucial to determine conditions under which R is differentiable and, also, to compute R (z).
For simplicity and clarity, in the following results it will be assumed that the function g given by (25) is C 1 and g is uniformly bounded. This is the case if, for instance, f is C 1 and globally Lipschitz-continuous and C 2 in a neighborhood of 0.
Moreover, for any z ∈ Z, the derivative R (z) is given by
where p z is the unique solution to (33),
and, finally,
For the proof, we will need the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.2 For any q ∈ P one has (ζρ) −1 q ∈ L ∞ (Q T ). Furthermore, there exists C > 0, only depending on ω, T , a 0 , a C 1 and G 0 , such that
Proof: We will use the following Carleman inequality from [15] (see also [11] ):
There exists C > 0, only depending on ω, T , a 0 , a C 1 and G 0 , such that
for all q ∈ P and any z ∈ L 1 (Q T ).
Recall (11) and (12) for the definitions of the weights ρ and ρ i . In view of (41), for any q ∈ P , one has
Consequently, (ζρ)
where k ∈ P and k a ∈ P must respectively satisfy the following for all q ∈ P :
Taking q = k a in these last identity, in account of (28), we find that
On the other hand, in view of Lemma 3.2,
Consequently, we have the following for all small a ∈ R + :
From Lebesgue's Theorem, we deduce that k a → 0 in P as a → 0 + . This shows that the mapping z → p z is differentiable in the direction m; it also shows that the derivative in that direction is given by k z = k, that is, the unique solution to the problem
An immediate consequence is that Λ ∈ C 1 (Z; Z), R ∈ C 1 (Z),
Let λ z be the unique solution to the well-posed problem (39). Then, taking into account the definitions of y z and µ z , one has:
This proves (38). 2
Proposition 3.2 Let the assumptions in Proposition 3.1 be satisfied and let us introduce
There exists a constant K that depends on ω, T , a 0 , a C 1 and G 0 but is independent of z and y 0 , such that the following holds for all z ∈ Z:
For the proof, the following technical result will be needed:
With the notation of Proposition 3.1, one has:
and
where C depends on ω, T , a 0 , a C 1 and G 0 .
Proof: The estimate (44) is a consequence of (33), (28) and Lemma 2.1 with A = g(0):
On the other hand, (45) is a consequence of (39), the definition of Z and, again, Lemma 2.1:
Proof of Proposition 3.2: Let z ∈ Z be given and let us introduce f := z − y z . In view of Proposition 3.1, one has
In view of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3,
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.2 we also have
and we get (43) for some K. 2
A very relevant consequence of Proposition 3.2 is the following:
Corollary 3.1 Let us the assumptions in Proposition 3.1 be satisfied and let K be the constant furnished by Proposition 3.
then the critical points of R are global minima and, consequently, solve (34).
Proof: It suffices to notice that, under the previous assumptions, if R (z) = 0, we necessarily have z − y z = 0, i.e. Λ(z) = z. 2 Therefore, it is very appropriate to try to solve the null controllability problem for (1) by applying a gradient method to the extremal problem (37). An appropriate choice is the steepest descent algorithm, which is now described.
ALG 2 (Steepest descent gradient iterates for the least squares formulation):
(i) Set ε > 0 and µ x , µ t > 0 and choose z 0 ∈ Z such that z 0 (· , 0) = y 0 .
(ii) Then, for any given n ≥ 0 and z n ∈ Z, do the following until convergence, i.e. until R(z n ) ≤ ε:
(a) Compute the solution p n to the problem
(b) Regularize the descent directiong n by solving the elliptic problem
and set z n+1 = z n − σ n g n .
Remark 2
We see from (46) that, strictly speaking, this algorithm only makes sense when g ∈ C 1 (R). It would be interesting to extend this method to the more general situation for which f is (only) globally Lipschitz-continuous.
2
Remark 3
• Due to the term ζ −2 g (z n )p n µ n , the derivativeg n vanishes everywhere on ∂Q T except for t = 0. Therefore, Step (b) above ensures that the new iterate z n+1 defined by Step (c) satisfies z n+1 (· , 0) = y 0 (in addition to play the role of a smoother of the descent direction).
• The scalar minimization problem (47) can be solved by computing a root of the first derivative of R n (σ). We have
For some small η > 0, the following Newton-like iterates are then computed:
, k ≥ 1.
2
Notice that, under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, ALG 2 provides a sequence {z n }, with z n+1 = z n − σ n g n , that converges to a fixed point of the mapping Λ 0 , in contrast with ALG 1. Let us also describe a conjugate gradient algorithm. In the sequel, the notation Γ(g, h) is used to denote
The first choice (resp. the second choice) leads to the Polak-Ribière (resp. Fletcher-Reeves) version of the conjugate gradient algorithm, which is as follows.
ALG 2' (Conjugate gradient iterates for the least squares formulation):
(i) Set ε > 0 and µ x , µ t > 0 and choose z 0 ∈ Z.
(ii) Do the following:
(a) Compute the solution p 0 to the problem
(b) Regularize the descent directiong 0 by solving the elliptic problem
(c) Set d 0 = g 0 and compute the solution σ 0 to the 1D extremal problem
Subject to σ > 0 and set
(iii) Then, for any given n ≥ 1, z n ∈ Z, g n−1 ∈ Z and d n−1 ∈ Z, do the following until convergence:
and set
(c) Compute the solution σ n to the one-dimensional extremal problem
Subject to σ > 0 and set z n+1 = z n − σ n d n .
A Newton algorithm
The fixed point method of Section 3.1 relies on replacing at each step the nonlinear term f (y n+1 ) = y n+1 g(y n+1 ) by the linear term y n+1 g(y n ). Let us now present a different way to linearize. Let us introduce the spaces
and the mapping F : Y → W , with
(recall (11) and (12) for the definitions of ρ, ρ 0 and ρ 1 ).
Obviously, any solution to the nonlinear equation
solves the null controllability problem for (1).
For their "natural" norms, Y and W are Hilbert spaces. On the other hand, since f ∈ C 1 b (R), F : Y → W is well defined and C 1 . Indeed, for any (y, v), (z, u) ∈ Y and any a ∈ R + , we have
and it is immediate from Lebesgue's Theorem that
This argument also shows that
Notice that, for any (y, v) ∈ Y , the linear mapping F (y, v) ∈ L(Y ; W ) is an isomorphism. Indeed, for any (k, y 0 ) ∈ W , the equation 
Therefore, in order to solve (50), it makes sense to apply Newton's method.
ALG 3 (Newton):
(ii) Then, for any given n ≥ 0 and (y n , z n ) ∈ Y , solve the linear problem
i.e. find z n and u n such that (z n , u n ) ∈ Y and
At each step of this algorithm, the task is thus to solve the linear problem
After this, we set
An equivalent and more useful formulation frome the practical viewpoint is the following:
ALG 3' (Newton):
(ii) Then, given n ≥ 0 and (
i.e. find y n+1 and v n+1 such that (y n+1 , v n+1 ) ∈ Y and
As we see, in Newton's method the nonlinear term f (
4 Numerical approximation and numerical experiments 4.1 A finite element space-time approximation
In order to approximate the linear problems (9), we will use the second approach in Section 2.1; precisely, the mixed elliptic variational formulation (19) , which requires a space-time finite element method.
For "large" integers N x and N t , we set ∆x = 1/N x , ∆t = T /N t and h = (∆x, ∆t). We introduce the associated uniform quadrangulations Q h , with Q T = ∪ K∈Q h K. Then, we consider the following finite dimensional spaces:
where P ,ξ denotes the space of polynomial functions of order in the variable ξ.
The functions in M h and Q h coincide in each quadrangle K ∈ Q h with a polynomial spanned by {1, t, t 2 , t 3 , x, xt, xt 2 , xt 3 }, involving 8 degrees of freedom. On each quadrangle, the coefficients must be such that the functions belong to C 0,1 x,t (Q T ), the space of the functions in C 0 (Q T ) that are continuously differentiable with respect to the variable t in Q T . In fact, if the (x i , t j ) denote the nodes of Q h , a function m h ∈ M h (resp. q h ∈ Q h ) is uniquely determined by the real numbers m h (x i , t j ) and (m h ) t (x i , t j ) (resp. q h (x i , t j ) and (q h ) t (x i , t j )). Notice that we have M h ⊂ L 2 (Q T ) but Q h ⊂ P * , i.e. ρ 0 Q h ⊂ P (see [12] ). This approximation differs from the one used in [12] (where only continuous and piecewise linear functions in t are used) and allows much more accurate results. The main reasons are that both the state y and the control v may have important variations in time near t = 0 in the semi-linear case (see the experiments below) and, also, that the adjoint state p may be very oscillatory at time T ; we refer to [12, 2, 23] for a discussion on this fact.
The variational problem (19) is then approximated as follows:
where we have introduced the notation
Experiments with the fixed point method
In this Section, we will assume that the function f is of the form :
with C 0 ∈ R. Clearly, f satisfies f (0) = 0 and fulfills the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 for p < 3/2. Let us describe the numerical behavior of the fixed point method in Section 3.1 (ALG 1). We consider the following data:
We will first depict the influence of the L ∞ -norm of the initial data on the convergence of ALG 1. To this purpose, we will take y 0 (x) ≡ α sin(πx) for several values of α > 0.
In the uncontrolled situation, these data lead to the blow-up of the solution of (1) at times t c ≈ 0.406, 0.367, 0.339, 0.318 (before time t = T ) for α = 10, 20, 40 and 80, respectively. We first take ω = (0.2, 0.8) and initialize ALG 1 with
The numerical results we present are obtained with h = (1/60, 1/60). Figure 1 shows the evolution of
with respect to n. The results are somehow unexpected, in the sense that, for α = 10, α = 40 and α = 80, the fixed point method converges with a polynomial rate, while for α = 20 the method produces a non convergent but bounded sequence {y n h }.
For α = 20, we observe that the iterates y n h approach alternatively two different functions and, in particular, y n+2 h ≈ y n h for n large enough (this means that we get two fixed points not for Λ 0 but for the application Λ 0 • Λ 0 ). This confirms that there is no guarantee to get convergence of the fixed point iterates even for p < 3/2, for which controllability is known to hold.
We stop the iterates as soon as the inequality
is satisfied. Table 1 gives some numerical values. In particular, we check there that the L 2 -norm of the control increases with α. Let us now take α = 40, i.e. y 0 (x) ≡ 40 sin(πx). In Figure 4 .2, we have displayed the control v h and the corresponding controlled solution y h obtained via ALG 1. The shape and values of v h are similar to those reported in the linear case in [12, 13] . The main difference is the amplitude of the control near t = 0, that increases with α (and also with C 0 and p), in order to prevent the solution to (1) to blow up. For this reason, the norms of the v h and y h are much less sensible to the controllability time T than in the linear situation. Contrarily, y h differs from what is found for the linear problem, since we observe some oscillations with respect to the spatial variable near t = 0 whose number increases with α. We present in Figure 3 the evolution of (58) with respect to n for p = 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, initializing in each case with y 0 (x, t) ≡ 40 sin(πx)(1 − t/T ) 2 . For the first three values of p, we observe convergence, with a linear rate decreasing with p. The numbers of iterates to get (59) are 14, 21 and 39, respectively. The case p = 1.7 provides a non-convergent sequence {y n h }. The same phenomenon is observed with this p if we initialize ALG 1 with the controlled state obtained for p = 1.6. Values of p greater than 1.7 also provide non-convergent sequences.
We also observe that the fixed point method converges efficiently for these data for which the solution to (1) is globally defined: for instance, for (α, p) = (1000, 1) or (α, p) = (1, 30), convergence holds. We have compared the results obtained with uniform quadrangles and P 1 × P 3 finite elements, see Section 4.1, to others on finer non-uniform meshes and P 2 ×P 2 finite elements, obtained with the Free-Fem software developed by F. Hecht, O. Pironneau and collaborators at University Paris 6; see [17] . Qualitatively, we have found the same results and, in particular, lack of convergence for α = 20.
Experiments with the least squares approach
We now present some numerical experiments obtained with the least squares approach introduced in Section 3.2. The function f is changed. Now we use f η , given as follows:
so that, for any η > 0, the function g η (s) ≡ C 0 log p (1 + |s| η ) belongs to C 1 b (R). Moreover, we have f η (0) = 0 and Theorem 1.2 applies for f η , since f η and f are equivalent at infinity. We will take η = 10 −1 and, again, p = 1.4. Once again, we initialize the iterates with z 0 (x, t) ≡ y 0 (x)(1 − t/T ) 2 . We first fix a, p, C 0 and T as in Section and take α = 10, 20, 40, 80; see (56). Table 3 reports the numerical results obtained after 100 iterates of the Polak-Ribière version of the conjugate gradient algorithm ALG 2'; see (48).
The evolution of the ratio e n is depicted in Figure 4 .3-Left. In contrast with the fixed point approach, we observe here that the sequence {z n } converges toward a fixed point of Λ also for α = 20. We note however that the convergence rate is quite low and in fact decreases as α grows; in particular, the case α = 80 does not give satisfactory results. The Fletcher-Reeves version of the conjugate gradient algorithm does not give better results.
In fact, for α = 80, as reported in Figure 4 .3-Right, we observe a better behavior of the steepest descent gradient iterates, i.e. ALG 2 (recall that the cost R is not quadratic, so that the convergence of the conjugate gradient algorithm is not guaranteed).
By comparing the results in Tables 3 and 1 for α = 10 and α = 40, we observe similar norms for the controls and the associated states. We also see that, for α = 10, α = 40 and α = 80, these results can be improved with ALG 1 starting from the approximate solution z n=100 h , obtained after 100 iterates. Indeed, this leads to convergence in a few additional steps.
However, once again, for α = 20 the corresponding sequence {y n h } does not converge and this strategy fails. This suggests that the behavior of the fixed point algorithm ALG 1 does not rely only on its initialization, but also on the structure of the fixed points for a given set of data. 
Experiments with the Newton-Raphson method
We now consider the Newton-Raphson algorithm introduced in Section 3.3.
With f defined by (55), we have
Thus, we consider the mixed formulation (19) and its numerical approximation (54) with A(x, t) = k(y n (x, t)) and B(x, t) = φ(y n (x, t)) to compute the pair (y n+1 , v n+1 ). We consider the same data as in Section 4.2, except that we initialize ALG 3 with y 0 (x, t) ≡ y 0 (x)(1 − t/T ) 2 ρ −1 (x, t) instead of (57); this ensures that, at the initial step, Figure 5 depicts the evolution of e n , given by (58) for α = 10, 20, 40, 80.
As fin the case of the fixed point approach ALG 1, we observe convergence except for α = 20. In that case, we notice that, after some iterates, y 
Moreover, we notice from Table 4 and Figure 4 .4 that the Newton approach leads to a different state-control pair (y h , v h ), with higher L ∞ -norm for v h (the L ∞ norm is reached at t = 0) and lower L 2 norm for y h . This control is more active at the beginning (near t = 0), so that the dissipation of the state y is faster. This may be related to the fact that, with the Newton linearization of f (y n+1 ), the potential term in the linearized state equation for y is no more g(y n ) but f (y n ), which has a larger L ∞ norm, see (61). We also remark that, for the considered data, ALG 3 converges faster for α = 40 than for α = 10, as was the case for ALG 1. A bit more surprising is the fact the fixed point approach converges faster than the Newton-Raphson method. Thus, for α = 80, ALG 3 converges but very slowly; after 500 iterates, we only have Let us finally consider a more difficult situation, with ω = (0.2, 0.5). We take y 0 (x) ≡ 10 sin(πx), the other data being unchanged, see (56).
In this situation, ALG 1, ALG 2 and ALG 2' converge after a moderate amount of steps. As before, they provide similar numerical values (ALG 1 and ALG 3 are both initialized with y 0 (x)(1 − t/T ) 2 ρ −1 ). As observed in [12] , the L 2 -norm of the control increases significantly when its support is reduced: we get v h L 2 (q T ) ≈ 4.898 × 10 2 and v h L ∞ (q T ) ≈ 1.706 × 10 4 . The variation in time of the corresponding controlled solution is also more intense; we get y h L 2 (Q T ) ≈ 14.04 and y h L ∞ (Q T ) ≈ 85.26! Figure 7 displays the computed pair (v h , y h ) in Q T . On the other hand, ALG 3 does not converge. The evolution of y • The "natural" fixed point approach, obtained after first order linearization of the state equation, appears to be the most efficient in terms of convergence, at least when y 0 is not too large.
• On the contrary, the least squares formulation, for which the numerical implementation is more involved, seems to be more robust and provide convergence in more situations.
• The Newton-Raphson approach, obtained after a linearization of second order, is apparently more sensitive to the initialization and, in general, does not seem to improve convergence.
Since the numerical approximation of null controls for the linear heat equation still remains a challenge, a fortiori, in the considered nonlinear situations, it becomes an even more difficult task. We believe however that the least squares approach will make it possible to obtain good approximations of null controls in many nontrivial situations.
It is also remarkable that the previous approach and algorithms can be extended to higher spatial dimensions and can be used in the context of many other controllable systems for which appropriate Carleman estimates are available: wave-like equations, Navier-Stokes-like systems, etc.; see [7, 15, 20] . 
